WHAT CATEGORY AM I ENROLLED IN?

You can determine what category(ies) you are in by looking on the mailing label that accompanies your shipment of Approval Plan titles. The letters you find there correspond to the following enrollment categories:

A Books in all subjects intended for all libraries/librarians
C Books intended for all public libraries/librarians
E Books intended for high school libraries/librarians
G Books that are intended for elementary school libraries/librarians
I Books that are intended for academic libraries/librarians
S ALA Survey of Librarian Salaries (published annually)*
SN ALA Survey of Librarian Salaries, Non-MLS (published annually)*
L Books in the “ACRL Publications in Librarianship” series
T Select, outstanding books for all libraries promoting professional excellence
P All ACRL (Association for College and Research Libraries) publications
PA All publications in the ACRL “Trends and Statistics” series
PC ACRL “Clip Notes”
UP All PLA (Public Library Association) publications
TS All CORE publications
X Library technology-related books intended for all libraries/librarians

QUESTIONS?
EMAIL alastore@ala.org.

The 12 Steps to a Community-Led Library
Audrey Barbakoff and Noah Lenstra
AP CATEGORIES: A, C, I

Building Representative Community Archives: Inclusive Strategies in Practice
Edited by Hannah Lee Crummé
ISBN: 978-0-8389-3959-8
AP CATEGORIES: A, I

Foundations of Information Law
Paul T. Jaeger, Jonathan Lazar, Ursula Gorham, and Natalie Greene Taylor
AP CATEGORIES: A, I

Curate
Daniella LaShaun Smith and Len Bryan
ISBN: 978-0-8389-1918-7
AP CATEGORIES: A, E, G

Elevating the School Library: Building Positive Perceptions through Brand Behavior
Susan D. Ballard and Sara Kelly Johns
ISBN: 978-0-8389-3870-6
AP CATEGORIES: A, E, G

The Experimental Library: A Guide to Taking Risks, Failing Forward, and Creating Change
Cathryn M. Copper
ISBN: 978-0-8389-3965-9
AP CATEGORIES: A, C, E, G, I

The College Student’s Research Companion: Finding, Evaluating, and Citing the Resources You Need to Succeed, Sixth Edition
Arlene Quaratiello
ISBN: 978-0-8389-3838-6
AP CATEGORIES: A, I
Leading for School Librarians, Second Edition
Hilda K. Weisburg
AP CATEGORIES: A, E, G

The Librarian's Guide to Bibliotherapy
Judith H. Ward and Nicholas A. Allred
ISBN: 978-0-8389-3662-7
AP CATEGORIES: A, C, I

The Librarian's Guide to Learning Theory: Practical Applications in Library Settings
Ann Medaille
ISBN: 978-0-8389-3958-1
AP CATEGORIES: A, C, I

Libraries Without Borders: New Directions in Library History
Edited by Steven A. Knowlton, Ellen M. Pozzi, Jordan S. Sly, and Emily D. Spunaugle; Foreword by Renate Chancellor
ISBN: 978-0-8389-3663-4
AP CATEGORIES: A, I

No Shelf Required 3: The New Era for E-Books and Digital Content
Mirela Roncevic and Peyton Stafford
AP CATEGORIES: A, C, I, X

The Practical Handbook of Library Architecture, Second Edition
Fred Schlipf, Joe Huberty, and John A. Moorman
ISBN: 978-0-8389-3966-6
AP CATEGORIES: A, C, I

Not in your Approval Plan but also of interest

DISPLAYING ORGANISATION
How to Successfully Project Manage Your Exhibition
Shannon Goddard
ISBN: 978-1-78330-505-6

HALO DATA
A New Methodology to Leverage the Value in Your Data
Caroline Carruthers and Peter Jackson
ISBN: 978-1-78330-617-6

INFORMATION LITERACY AND DIGITALIZATION OF THE WORKPLACE
Gemmell Akeyn and Joe Tekina

THE SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK
Lai Ma
ISBN: 978-1-78330-624-4

DELIVERING THE VISITOR EXPERIENCE
How to Create, Manage and Develop an Unforgettable Visitor Experience at Your Museum
Eiches Nickles
ISBN: 978-1-78330-549-0

ALA Store purchases fund advocacy, awareness and accreditation programs for library professionals worldwide.